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In this note we show that oi -Gans (a, m)” for all m < w and every (Y of the 
form UJ~, where Q: +trans (a, m)* is a weakening of the usyal partitiop property 
obtained by considering only partitions whose tirst member is a transitive re- 
lation. 
Erdijs and Rado first asked in [3] for which ordinals 01 and which cardinals 
m the partition property a? + (01, ,)i holds. It has been shown in [6,7, 81 
that c11-+ (01, m)” holds for all IY E {w, w2, ow> and all m E w  (for (Y = w  this is, 
of course, a weakening of Ramsey’s theorem). Galvin and Larson have also 
shown in [4] that if 01 + (01, 3)2 and CC is a countable ordinal then 
cLE{0,1,W2}u(W~6 ) p E On}. It is still open whether a: -+ (01, m)” for 
2<rn-~w,whereol=w~~and/3>1. 
In this note we show that a! +trans (a, m)” for all m E o and every 01 of the 
form ~9 7 where a: dtrans ( a: , m 2 is a weakening of the usual partition property ) 
obtained by considering only partitions whose first member is a transitive 
relation. 
We identify each ordinal with the set of all its predecessors and denote the 
usual ordering on the ordinals by <. 
DEFINITION. Let 01 be an ordinal, m a natural number. cx --&an* (a, m)” iff 
for every partition R c) S of era in which R is transitive, there is an A C 01 
such that either (a) crA C R and order type of A = a! or (b) crA C S and 
cardinality of A = m. 
THEOREM. 01 -Gang (01, m)2f or a II m E o and all Q: of the form a*. 
Proof. Almost immediate from theorems of Dilworth and de Jongh and 
Parikh, which we state here in convenient forms: 
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DILWORTH’S DECOMPOSITION THEOREM [2]. Let R be a partial ordering 
with domain F such that there is no subset of F of cardinality (m + 1) whose 
elements are pairwise R-incomparable. Then Pis the union oyrn pairwise disjoint 
sets each of which is linearly ordered by R. 
THEOREM (follows from work of de Jongh and Parikh [5]). Let FI ,..., I;, 
be pairwise disjoint sets well-ordered by a relation R with order types 01~ ,..., a,,, 
respectively. Then any extension of R to a well-ordering of FI v a** u F, has 
order type at most CQ # ... # 01, (where # denotes natural sum-see e.g. 
Bachmann [ 1 I). 
Now we prove the theorem of this note. Suppose (b) does not hold for 
some natural number (m + 1). Then, since R is assumed to be transitive and 
is therefore a partial ordering, by Dilworth’s theorem (putting F = cx) 01 is the 
union of m pairwise disjoint sets FI ,..., F, , each of which is linearly (and 
hence well) ordered by R. Let 01~ ,..., 01, be the respective order types of these 
well-orderings. If (a) did not hold we should have ai < cy for each i < m. 
But -=+ is an extension of R to a well-ordering of 01, so by the theorem of 
de Jongh and Parikh a < 01~ # *** # oc, . But it is well-known (see e.g. [1]) 
that the ordinals of the form WE are precisely those which are closed under 
#-contradiction. 
Remarks. (1) 01 -+tians (01, 3)2 only holds for 01 of the form ~9. For if 01 
does not have this form then (for example, by [l]) cx = (Ye + cyz, where 
o(~, (Ye -C ol; then define R = -Qcw~ u -=Q(ol - a,), S = <rcu;-R. Then R is 
transitive of height max{cu, , a2} and S (is transitive and) has height 2, so 
neither (a) nor (b) holds. 
(2) By Galvin and Larson’s work in [4] and the theorem of this note, 
there are ordinals 01 such that LY. -&Tans (01, m)” and a: + (01, rn)” for all m E w  
(the first example is OJ”). So, for such cy, there is a relation R whose transitive 
closure is <pa for which transitivity fails so badly that no subset of 01 of 
order type 01 is linearly ordered by R, but not badly enough for 01 to have 
three mutually R-incomparable elements. 
(3) In (2) we saw that requiring one member of a partition to be 
transitive is a strong restriction as far as the partition property O! -+ (CU, m)2 
is concerned. But note that this is not so for all partition properties. For 
example, CY + (OJ + 1, OJ)~ for all countable ordinals a; and in Specker’s 
original counterexample in [8], both relations of the partition are transitive. 
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